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SITUATION
ANALYSIS
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History
1969
1977

Gap Foundation
established (3)

1978
Gap Inc. goes
public with 1.2
million shares
of stock

1983
1987
1989

Banana Republic
undergoes
rebranding to serve
mainstream market
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Parent company
Gap Inc. is
founded

Banana Republic
founded as
“jungle
expedition”
apparel store (4)

First international
Gap brick and
mortar opens in
London

Gap Inc.

Growth & Acquisitions
Bought Banana Republic in 1983
First Old Navy opened in 1994
Gap Inc. purchased Athleta in 2008
Acquired upscale clothing retailer Intermix in 2013
Acquired Weddington Way in 2016 (3)

Key Players

CEO: Art Peck
Gap Inc. Subsidiaries: Gap, Old Navy, Banana
Republic, Athleta, Intermix and Weddington
Way

Geography & Reach

Headquartered in San Francisco, California
“Largest specialty retailer in the United States” (2)
Operates third most locations internationally
“90 countries worldwide through 3,300 companyoperated stores, almost 400 franchise stores, and ecommerce sites and is still growing” (3)
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Banana Republic

• Founded in 1978 as a “jungle expedition” apparel store
• Gap Inc. acquired Banana Republic in 1983 to serve a
more affluent market (4)

Spearheaded “shoppertainment” with in-store concept (4)
Gap Inc. executives rebranded Banana Republic to meet
mainstream needs in late 1980s
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Products & Style
“We outfit those who see every day as full of
opportunity and seek to make the most of every
moment and opportunity. At Banana Republic, we
believe in seeing life a little differently, taking it all
in, adding to it, and making it your own. We live
with style.” (6)
High-quality material
Preppy, professional style
Casual wear still appears put together and
professional
Classic looks that are timeless and “versatile” (5)
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Women's Apparel

Dresses, trousers, denim, skirts, blouses, sweaters,
blazers, jackets, shoes, accessories
Sizes 00 to 16
Petite and tall sizes available in select fits
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Men's Apparel

Suits, dress pants, dress shirts, sweaters, polos,
denim, shorts, outerwear, shoes, accessories
Pants Sizes: 28W-44W, 28L-34L
Shirt Sizes XXS-XXL
Extended sizes (tall) available in select fits
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Price
Premium pricing
More expensive than fast-fashion
Less expensive than luxury goods
Pants: $88 to $128
Shirts: $68 to $128
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Place
Banana Republic had roughly 680
brick and mortar stores around the
world as of May 2016 (7)
Closed all UK locations in Oct. 2016
United States: 500 stores
Canada: 40 stores
Beyond North America: 50 stores (8)
Gap “expanded investment in
online and digital” (11)
Shipping capabilities in over 50
states via online sales (8)
Banana Republic website offers:
"cross-brand shopping, omnichannel services, and an upcoming
buy online, pick-up in store service,
as well as a new personalization
engine powered by customer data.”
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Promotions
In-Store
Ad
Campaigns
PR
Efforts

Brick and mortar has been
discount-heavy in recent years (14)
Discount as sharp as 40 percent
off are common and brand is
trying to get out of this cycle (14)
Most recent campaigns feature
brand ambassador Kevin Love
with girlfriend/model Kate Bock
Strong emphasis on brand
ambassador partnerships over
traditional advertising (15)
Partner with brand ambassadors
Olivia Palermo, fashion icon,
curates style picks from Banana
Republic and other brands to
refresh the look
Pop-up shops featuring Palermo’s
curations create unique experience
for specialty retail customers
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Industry

Category: Fashion-Forward Retailers
TODAY
Banana Republic and retailers with similar
merchandise (e.g. Ann Taylor, J.Crew) which are
Banana Republic’s more traditional competitors,
have lost huge sections of their customer base to
fast-fashion retailers such as H&M and Zara.

FUTURE
Although Banana Republic is not considered a
fast-fashion retailer, it has made recent efforts to
adapt to this new, highly successful market (e.g.
NYFW BR online sales). If Banana Republic does
not pivot to meet the demand, it will continue to
struggle and will eventually fail. (18)
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Competitors

Fast-Fashion Retailers
H&M
Zara

How to compete:

Topshop
Forever21
Primark

Traditional Retailers
Ann Taylor
J. Crew
Loft
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Revamp the
“timeless” look
Banana
Republic
proudly claims
Add a fashionforward twist
to attract cool,
social mediasavvy women.
(18)

Top 3 Competitors
Appeals to Banana Republic
customer-base with fashionforward, Instagram-friendly
aesthetic upon which Banana
Republic fails to deliver
Attracts value-driven and
affluent customers who can get
products similar to Banana
Republic products for less
money

Is toe-to-toe with Banana
Republic in terms of target
market, product line and sales
history. It’s very possible only
one of them will survive.
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Competitor Comparison
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SWOT Analysis and Obectives
Strengths

Weaknesses

Wide range of products creates
space for experimentation with
various looks
Gap Inc. has vast global
resources
Brand recognition spans
worldwide

Brand personality is perceived
as stuffy
Brand is confused and tired
Lacks stylization and
personalization potential
owned by fast-fashion

Opportunities

Threats

Third party vendors are
becoming more accessible
Body positivity movement;
plus-size women, underserved demographic
Consumer activism to support
environmental causes

Manufacturing efficiency of
fast-fashion retailers
Social media allows for
immediate access to high
fashion designs and styles,
creates demand for products
that do not exist in Banana
Republic’s repertoire

Objectives
Sales: Maintain flat sales in 2018

Marketing: Convert 15% of competing clothing brand
shoppers to Banana Republic in 2018
Advertising: Reposition the Banana Republic brand as fashionforward, trendy, yet accessible and affordable
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COMPETITIVE
SPENDING
ANALYSIS

Competitive Spending

Share of Total Spending
1. Banana Republic: $24,425,000
2. H&M: $17,180,500
3. J. Crew: $9,961,000
4. Zara: $8,756,000
Analysis
Banana Republic and H&M are leading the pack in spending
J. Crew and Zara are trailing significantly far behind
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Competitive Spending
Network TV SOS
Analysis
Banana Republic and H&M
spend nearly the same
amount on network television
advertising
J. Crew is spending roughly
half as much as Banana
Republic and H&M
Zara is not advertising on
network television

Cable TV SOS Analysis
H&M exceeds the others’
spending significantly
Zara is not advertising on
cable television
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Competitive Spending
Syndicated TV SOS
Analysis
H&M is the only brand in the
category advertising on
syndicated television
H&M’s ad spend in this
category is $756,000

Spot TV SOS Analysis
H&M and J. Crew are the
only brands advertising on
spot television
H&M spends roughly three
times more than J. Crew in
this medium
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Competitive Spending
Network Radio SOS
Analysis
H&M is the only brand in the
category advertising on network
radio
H&M’s ad spend on network
radio is $672,000

Spot Radio SOS
Analysis
H&M is the only brand
advertising in spot radio
H&M’s ad spend in this
medium is $993,000
Spot radio accounts for 6%
of H&M’s media mix
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Competitive Spending
Nat't Newspaper SOS
Analysis
Zara has an overwhelming
presence in national
newspaper compared to its
competitors
J. Crew has a small portion
of the space in national
newspapers

Local Newspaper SOS
Analysis
Zara is the only brand
advertising in local
newspaper
Zara’s ad spend in this
medium is $200,000
Local newspaper accounts
for only 2% of Zara’s total
media mix
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Competitive Spending

Magazine SOS Analysis
Banana Republic owns half
of the advertising space in
the category for magazines
H&M spends half as much
as Banana Republic
Zara and J. Crew balance
around the same spend

Internet SOS Analysis
Each brand is relatively
equal in the internet
advertising space
Banana Republic and
J.Crew are toe-to-toe in
internet advertising

Outdoor SOS Analysis
Banana Republic owns
nearly half of the category’s
outdoor advertising space
H&M and Zara have similar
ad spend while J. Crew is
lagging behind
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Competitive Spending

The entire category relies heavily on magazine advertising while
neglecting to advertise on other platforms.
Internet advertising is surprisingly low given popularity of social
media among target market.

Total Spending by Medium
Outdoor: $1,803,000
Internet: $8,419,000
Local Newspaper: $200,000
National Newspaper: $1,545,000
Magazines: $39,877,000
Spot Radio: $2,733,000
Network Radio: $672,000
Spot TV: $3,458,000
Syndicated TV: $756,000
Cable TV: $1,713,000
Network TV: $5,230,000
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Zara's Media Usage

Total budget: $8,756,000
Total SOS: 15%

Advertises mainly in magazines and on the internet
Does not advertise on television or radio at all
Has a particularly strong presence in newspaper compared to
others in the category

Advertises regularly throughout the first half of the year
Ad spend increases in the later part of the year as the holidays
approach
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H&M's Media Usage

Total budget: $17,180,500
Total SOS: 28%

Has a strong emphasis on magazine advertising
Dominates syndicated and spot TV, and network and
spot radio
Does not advertise in newspaper

Advertises regularly throughout the year
Increases ad spend as the holiday season approaches
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J. Crew's Media Usage

Total budget: $9,961,000
Total SOS: 17%

Has a strong presence in magazine advertising and is
working its way up in Internet
Does not advertise on radio or in local newspaper

Advertises regularly throughout the year
Ad spend rises sharply in December but does not increase
much as the holiday season approaches
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Competitive Spending
Key Takeaways:

Competitors are not utilizing Internet for advertising to its full
potential.
Banana Republic has the opportunity to invest in social media
advertising, which offers a wide range of options for targeting
key demographics.
H&M is the only advertiser in the category covering syndicated
and spot tv as well as network and spot radio. Banana
Republic should reassess its TV presence and spending to
better compete with H&M on these platforms.
Banana Republic is dedicating a large amount of its budget to
magazine advertising. Some of this budget can be reallocated
to more impactful advertising on TV or Internet.
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